


Three Falls - SNP, Virginia 

Length Difficulty Streams Views Solitude Camping

9.3 mls 

Hiking Time: 
Elev. Gain: 

Notes: 
Parking:

4.5 hours with a half hour for lunch 
2,205 ft 
Dogs are not allowed on the Dark Hollow Trail or Nature Trail 
Turn into Big Meadows, follow the signs 0.9 miles for the picnic area and amphitheater. Park next to the amphitheater 
and trailhead.

From the trailhead and parking area walk 75 yards down to the intersection of the white blazed Appalachian 
Trail (AT). Turn right and follow the AT as it initially winds around the campground. There will be several side 
trails that lead up to the campground, remain left on the white blazed AT.

The AT will start descending before arriving at the next trail post just before the Fishers Gap parking area in 
1.3 miles. Stay straight on the AT passing below the Fishers Gap overlook, then the AT will cross a fire road. Turn 
off the AT uphill on the fire road and cross Skyline Drive.

Start down the gravel fire road, then after passing the chain gate immediately turn left onto the yellow blazed 
Rose River Horse Trail. Follow the yellow blazed trail as it descend and makes several switchbacks before arriving 
at the blue blazed Rose River Trail intersection in 0.6 miles.

Stay right on the Rose River Trail for 0.8 miles to Rose River Falls, which are a set if two 25ft and 30ft 
waterfalls. Continue down the blue blazed trail for another 0.3 miles to the hikes lowest point, and where the 
trail turns right and starts following Hogcamp Branch. Shortly pass the ruins of an old copper mine on the 
right before crossing Hogcamp Branch on a steel footbridge. Begin climbing up the blue blazed trail as it ascends 
the valley passing several small falls and pools before reaching the Rose River Fire Road and the bottom of 
Dark Hollow Falls in another 0.9 miles.

Cross Hogcamp Branch on the fire road, then immediately turn left uphill on the blue blazed Dark Hollow Trail. In 
0.1 miles reach the mid-point of the falls where there is a fantastic view of the upper falls. Continue up the 
blue blazed trail and arrive at the Dark Hollow Falls parking area in 0.7 miles.

Immediately cross Skyline Drive and start up the paved Nature Trail. In 100 yards turn left at the sign for the 
Visitor Center crossing a small stone footbridge. In 0.4 miles arrive at the Visitor Center, and just past that 
a restaurant and gas station..

The next section can be slightly confusing. Across from the restaurant follow the paved path for the Lodge.

1.  For the continuation of the circuit and Lewis Falls section: 
In 0.1 miles there will be a unnamed road on the left, with a sign 
' Authorized Vehicles Only'. Turn left down the road for 75 yards then turn left on the yellow blazed Bridle Path Trail. 
Note there isn't trail signage here. 
 

2.  To shorten the hike and return back to the parking area: 
Continue on the paved Lodge path for 0.9 miles following the road to the amphitheater and parking area. 

Continuation of the Lewis Falls section:

After turning left on the yellow blazed Bridle Path Trail, cross another yellow blazed trail in 100 yards. Continue 
to follow the yellow blazed trail to the intersection of the blue blazed gravel fire road in another 0.2 miles.

Turn right downhill on the blue blazed gravel fire road, and in 0.2 miles reach the intersection of the white blazed 
AT. Continue downward on the fire road for another 150 yards to Lewis Spring. Turn left on the blue blazed 
Lewis Spring Trail, as it makes several switchbacks then reaches the Overlook Trail intersection in 0.4 miles.

Turn left to go to the valley overlook, and on the other side of the stream is the overlook for Lewis Falls. Return 
to the Overlook Trail intersection then turn left on the Lewis Spring Falls Trail to continue the hike.

The blue blazed Lewis Spring Trail will descend for another 0.1 miles before turning uphill and arriving at 
the intersection of the AT in 1.2 miles. Turn left on the AT, and in 50 yards turn right for the remaining 75 yards 
back to the amphitheater and parking area.
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